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Wulf Soban

Wulf Soban is a player character played by Scherersoban.

Wulf Soban

Species & Gender: Male Human
Date of Birth: 20日 6月 YE 17
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Intelligence Operative

Rank: Ittô Heisho
Current Placement: Task Force 282

Physical Description

Height: 5“11” Weight: 183 lbs

Build and Skin Color: Has a Atheltic and toned body. Skin tone is tanned due to constant deployments.
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Eyes and Facial Features: Blue ice eyes with a slight vertical scar on his forehead. Typically keeps a
goatee when on extended deployment.

Ears: typical human.

Distinguishing Features: Has several tattoos located on his body. Left sleeve he has Yamatai Ranger
insignia on his arm. His right sleeve he has a wolf's head eating a half crest moon. Some say it's both his
and his family crest.

Personality

Wulf is a highly motivated and focused member of the Yamatai Ranger force. Hoping to one day be a
commissioned officer, he thought the best way would be to be part of the Rangers and get some valuable
experience in the field. In the field you find him to be mono toned and straight to the point, making sure
to keep focused while off the field with those he is close with to be very joyous and outgoing.

Wulf Soban was born Ye 17 on Yamatai (Planet). Born to Wulf and Karen Soban he would be born into a
family with a long military background. Unfortunately due to his parents serving in the Yamatai Military,
both his parents would be killed during a ongoing peacekeeping mission in service to the Empire.

With the loss of his family he would be sent to state run military orphanages during most of his life.
Growing up in the Military orphanage was a mixed bless for Wulf as not only would he gain a sense of
purpose but would also receive a full military education. While here though he would not have many
friends growing up some say it might be cause of him being born as a full blood human but both his
instructors and care takers had both given him out of the classroom love and care. To him the military
was his family, his instructors his parents and this has shaped his ideals. When he became of age he
chosen to enlist as part of the Yamatai Star Army. His first part of his training would be basic infantry
course. During his training he would receive high marks in both leadership as well as marksmanship. It
was recommended at the time he should return for officers training but instead he chose to learn more in
the field.

One particular note that has been made during his training is his dislike of the Daisy M6 Infantry Suit.
During a long term deployment field operation there was a noted defect with Wulf's Suit of armor. While
crossing a river the suit shut down and seized up forcing the trooper under water. Due to a leak also in
the suit Wulf was at a risk of drowning in his own protective gear and if it wasn't due to a nearby
instructor he would of perished. Due to this unfortunate accident Wulf has been noted to stay away from
any Daisy M6 models in the field. While being deployed on planet side away missions Wulf is noted to
either use a slight modified Mindy set or more typically a Star Army Field Uniform Type 31 uniform. While
some officers note that this might hamper his combat performance it seems he will still use the Daisy M6
if ordered directly.

———————Infantry Days——————————————————-

After graduating from basic Wulf was assigned to a local base on Yamatai. Assigned mostly for guard
duty for ongoing supply conveys as well as guarding the base this would tax the young infantry-man. It
was here he had a few uncharacteristically behavioral and discipline issues as well as a few citations for
fighting amongst other enlisted personal. During his last incident he was quoted as saying ” I was just
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passing the time“. The base commander looking both at Wulfs record as well as notes from his childhood
hoped to save the young infantry-man career. As a final ditch and also to give the young man another
chance he decided to put him into Ranger School. This would be the saving grace that Wulf needed and a
true restart to his career.

Taking a liking to both the training and being able to hone his skills further Wulf enjoyed the challenge.
Placing first in his class during the sniper course he was able to beat one of his instructors in a shoot
competition held annual for every course attendee. The only issues he had was during close combat
training with other trainees. During it he had some difficulties overcoming other personal in straight cqb
in traditional combat styles. After a while his instructors found him preferring other methods and no
traditional fighting styles that some would call a brawl fighting style. It was here with other unorthodox
training gave him some edge in some of his engagements.

After the end of training he would be assigned to the YSS Kaiyō II.

—————First days on the ship——————————————————-

Finally given an assignment that he was enjoying he found ship life to be very different. He found the
close quarters and generally more personable compared to life planet side. The Crew of the Kaiyo being
very open and accepting he quickly found him self gaining friends and respect of his fellow shipmates. As
one of two humans onboard the ship though he did find he had to test him self abit with some crew
members. This is not due to racism or anything like that but due to by nature him being rare in the
empire. Being put through several on-board military drills and training would put Wulf in a very
unfortunate position. During one training exercise he would be was pairing up for some competitive but
friendly hand to hand combat training. While engaged in mock combat during a basic combat maneuver
he slipped up and sprained his ankle. Instead of reporting it immediately he passed it off as something
minor and kept training. Due to his stubborn ideal of trying to keep pushing him self he would cause
further injury causing it not to heal. During a mock ship boarding exercise he was caught by the First
officer limping and legging behind the rest of the unit. After a brief but slightly intense debriefing the Xo
forced the young trooper to the medical bay. Because of this the Xo has ordered the Hei to light duty and
assisting the ships communication officer with menial tasks.

Skills Learned

Survival and Military: Wulf from both his upbringing and Training as both a infantryman and as well as a
ranger is well versed in survival and observation.

Mathematics:

Communication: knows both the trade language as well as Yamataigo.

Fighting: Trained up to spec in both traditional martial arts as well as fire arms training. He has also
shown a knack for being a designated marksmen and is commonly using in the field a sniper rifle.

Knowledge: Humanities: Physical: Being in peek condition from both his upbringing as well as his military
training.
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Social Connections

Wulf Soban is connected to:

Kiyo The Blue Angel and Dancer of the void. The best girlfriend in the galaxy!

Sakura Sjet First Friend on the YSS KAIYŌ II

Eric Nabeel Unknown to both but biological Brother.

Kaiyō The Crew of YSS Kaiyo II

Inventory & Finance

Wulf Soban has the following:

Has the traditional Star Army Equipment Star Army Standard Issue Items

Also has a few additional pieces of equipment. Star Army Field Uniform, Type 37 RIKUPAT in all known
patterns. Slightly personalized Star Army Field Uniform, Type 31 Star Army Rifle, Type 33 B Varient (
When on plantary assignments.)

Wulf Soban currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by scherersoban on 05, 28 2019 at 22:38 using the Character Template Form.

In the case scherersoban becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Wulf Soban
Character Owner Scherersoban
Character Status Active Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Ittô Heisho
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment YSS Kaiyō II
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Star Army Personnel Database
DOR Year YE 44
Orders Orders
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